
ARE CURRENTLY
BOOKING A WORLD
TOUR IN SUPPORT

OF THEIR NEW
FULL-LEGNTH LP 

"20/20"
All booking inquiries 

Please click here

https://www.walkaboutband.com/contact


Aussie-American alternative rock quintet The Walk-A-Bout hail from the artistic East End of Long

Island, New York. On June 5, 2020 The Walk-A-Bout will release their full-length LP "20/20" worldwide in

stores and online. "20/20"  is an incredibly diverse record that explores many genres with a range of

influences including The Meters, Pink Floyd, The Doors, Steely Dan, Santana, Led Zeppelin, Peter

Gabriel, Peter Frampton, and Rush. This dynamic new collection is visceral, emotional, fun and socially

conscious.

THE WALK-A-BOUT has toured along the East and West Coasts throughout 2018 and 2019. They are

currently preparing a world tour in support of their new album release "20/20".  For more information,

we invite you to visit their recently updated website.

 www.walkaboutband.com

http://www.walkaboutband.com/


The Walk-A-Bout began developing material for a 

new release in March of 2019.  During this time, 

their album "Things Are Looking Up" was 

achieving massive radio success, and they rode 

that momentum straight into the pre-production 

sessions for "20/20" . 

Band members Darren “Sully” Sullivan, Kevin 

Anderson, Drew Bertrand, and Dave Christian 

were joined by bass player Keenan Zach for the 

writing and recording of "20/20" , and their 

collective vision has allowed The Walk-A-Bout to 

explore the outer reaches of music, soul and 

spirit.

"20/20"   was completed in late March, 2020 and on 

April 17th, the album's first single "Victory Parade" 

was released, along with the premiere of the 

single's lyric video on The Walk-A-Bout's Official 

YouTube Channel.

To pre-order or buy/stream

"Victory Parade" 

"The Walk-A-Bout - 20/20" will be released 

Worldwide on June 5th, 2020

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3tSIAOcTB7ETqbPYtnbdlw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39s6wwxYHJ8


Click here to listen to this entertaining and in-depth interview!

https://blendradioandtv.com/listing/the-walk-a-bout-band-20-20-album/


New York Rock Quintet THE WALK-A-BOUT to Release Full-Length Album 20/20 on 
Shred The Evidence Records 

For Immediate Release – Long Island, New York – Aussie-American alternative rock quintet THE 
WALK-A-BOUT hail from the artistic East End of Long Island, New York. On June 5th, 2020 
THE WALK-A-BOUT will release their full-length LP 20/20 worldwide in stores and online. 
Produced by Andrew Michael Bertrand and mastered by Roger Lian, 20/20 is an incredibly 
diverse record that explores many genres, expanding the scope of band’s classic sound. There is 
something on the album for everyone.  Whether it’s alternative rock, world music, funk, or the 
influence of prog rock, THE WALK-A-BOUT’s music is visceral, emotional, fun and socially 
conscious. 

THE WALK-A-BOUT began writing the material for 20/20 in March of 2019, right at the time 
when the band began to achieve massive radio success with their album THINGS ARE LOOKING 
UP, which consistently landed in Top 20 charts alongside such artists as Paul McCartney, Jeff 
Tweedy, Mumford & Sons and Death Cab for Cutie.  The album reached #4 on Roots Music 
Radio Report, while the singles “Consequences,” “By My Side,” and “That’s Just The Way 
It Goes” ranked simultaneously in the Top 5 of the alternative rock singles chart. The album 
was also ranked #24 on Roots Music Radio Report’s “Best of 2019” chart.  The video for “That’s 
Just The Way It Goes” had an online premiere hosted by Skope Entertainment and continuous 
play on over 75 broadcast outlets throughout the summer and early fall of 2018. THE WALK-A-
BOUT also released a limited edition 180-Gram Red Splatter Vinyl of THINGS ARE LOOKING 
UP available exclusively through their website. 

Band members Darren “Sully” Sullivan, Kevin Anderson, Drew Bertrand, and Dave 
Christian were joined by bass player Keenan Zach for the writing and recording of 20/20, and 
their collective vision has allowed THE WALK-A-BOUT to explore the outer reaches of music, 
soul and spirit. This dynamic new collection maintains the band’s depth and introspection, 
delivering a deep and entertaining album with pop appeal.  20/20 was recorded on 14 reels of two 
inch tape, a recording method that is reflected in the dynamic sound of this extraordinary release, 
which is destined to be a classic. 

After years of composing beautiful compositions, fate brought acoustic guitar virtuoso Kevin 
Anderson together with Australian singer/songwriter, blues harpist and didgeridoo player Darren 
“Sully” Sullivan. Sully was the perfect songwriting partner to marry Kevin’s music with lyrical 
landscapes, and they began working together in the fall of 2015. The lineup moved closer to 
completion with a chance introduction to drummer and producer Drew Bertrand in December 
2015. Drew quickly acknowledged the unique nature of Kevin and Sully’s writing and began 
sculpting arrangements for every song, carefully crafting the distinct identity of each piece.  From 
there the band has since gathered Dave Christian on guitar and Keenan Zach on bass.  

The material for 20/20 was written between March and September of 2019. With a master’s degree 
in music theory, Keenan Zach was an invaluable resource in the studio while crafting the material, 
bringing a new layer of thoughtfulness and quality control to the already exceptional songwriting. 
Other musicians on the record include Michael Amendola on tenor sax, Mark Rechler on 

"20/20" OFFICIAL PRESS RELEASE

WWW.SHREDTHEEVIDENCERECORDS.COM


Hammond organ, and special guest vocalist Victoria Faiella.  Roger Lian and Drew Bertrand 
worked closely on the final mixes and masters, the two having an integral and long-term working 
relationship that spans twenty-one years. The stunning album art and design for 20/20 was done 
by Drew’s good friend George Panagakos of 525 Media, and it makes the vinyl worth buying 
for just the artwork alone. 

THE WALK-A-BOUT has toured along the East and West Coasts throughout 2018 and 2019. 
They are currently preparing a world tour in support of their new album release 20/20. 

For more information including tour dates or booking inquiries please visit: 
www.walkaboutband.com 

To purchase or stream the new full-length LP "20/20" on digital services please visit: http://
smarturl.it/TheWalk-a-Bout  

For Press and Interview inquiries please contact Billy James of Glass Onyon PR: 
(828) 350-8158 or glassonyonpr@gmail.com

For Digital Marketing please contact Jerome Forney of Independent Distribution Collective: 
jerome@independentdistro.com 

www.525media.com
mailto:glassonyonpr@gmail.com
WWW.SHREDTHEEVIDENCERECORDS.COM


The Walk-A-Bout – Artist Biography 2020 
Aussie-American alternative rock quintet THE WALK-A-BOUT hail from the artistic East End 
of Long Island, New York.  On June 5th, 2020, THE WALK-A-BOUT will release their first full-

length LP “20/20” worldwide in stores and online.  Produced by Andrew Michael Bertrand 
and mastered by Roger Lian, 20/20 is an incredibly diverse record that explores many genres, 
expanding the scope of band’s classic sound. There is something on the album for every mood 

and musical taste; whether it’s prog rock, world, a smooth island vibe, a high-stepping funk feel, 
or straight hard-driving rock, THE WALK-A-BOUT’s music is visceral, emotional, fun and 

socially conscious. 

THE WALK-A-BOUT began writing the material for 20/20 in March of 2019, right at the time 
when the band began to achieve massive radio success with their album “THINGS ARE 

LOOKING UP”, which consistently landed in Top 20 charts alongside artists such as Paul 
McCartney, Jeff Tweedy, Mumford & Sons and Death Cab for Cutie. THE WALK-A-BOUT 

band members Darren “Sully” Sullivan, Kevin Anderson, Drew Bertran, and Dave Christian 
were joined by virtuosic bass player Keenan Zach for the writing and recording of 20/20, and 

their carefully crafted songwriting has allowed THE WALK-A-BOUT to explore the outer 
reaches of the sonic atmosphere. 

This dynamic new collection explores that territory, maintaining the band’s depth and 
introspection, delivering a deep and entertaining album with pop appeal.  They continue to break 

new ground, most apparent on the album’s last track “Taking It West”, a remarkable and 
dynamic world music ballad that closes the album with style and grace. “20/20” was recorded on 

14 reels of two inch tape, an old school recording method that is reflected in the sound of this 
extraordinary WALK-A-BOUT release, which is destined to be a classic. 

“THINGS ARE LOOKING UP” reached #12 on Roots Music Radio’s Alternative Rock 
Chart, while the singles “Consequences” and “By My Side” each broke the Top 10 RMR 
Alternative Rock Chart, and the single “That’s Just The Way It Goes” reached #13. The 

video for that song had an online premiere hosted by Skope Entertainment and play on over 75 
broadcast outlets throughout the summer and early fall of 2018. THE WALK-A-BOUT also 

released a limited edition 180-Gram Red Splatter Vinyl of THINGS ARE LOOKING UP 
available exclusively through their website. 

Members of THE WALK-A-BOUT have worked with the likes of Bill Ortiz (Santana), Vince 
Welnick (The Tubes, The Grateful Dead), renowned jazz saxophonist David Murray, Earl 
“Chinna” Smith (Bob Marley and The Wailers), and Grammy winning film composer Alex 

Wurman.  After guitar virtuoso Kevin Anderson had composed a growing catalog of vignettes 
over several years, fate brought him together with Australian singer/songwriter, blues harpist, 
and didgeridoo player Darren “Sully” Sullivan.  Sully was the perfect songwriting partner to 
couple Kevin’s vision with lyrical landscapes, and they began working together in the fall of 

2015.  At that time, Sully penned his lyrics for the material while traveling around the world as 
part of a crew on the sailing vessel Encore.  He applied his very special brand of lyrical magic, 
creating imagery for Kevin’s original compositions that spanned a wide range of subjects from 
heartbreak, to soul-searching, adventure, introspection, and the idea of simply enjoying being 

alive. 



THE WALK-A-BOUT lineup moved closer to completion with a chance introduction to career 
drummer/producer Drew Bertrand in December 2015. Drew quickly acknowledged the unique 

nature of Kevin and Sully’s writing and began sculpting arrangements and cadence for every 
song, carefully recognizing the distinct identity of each piece. As the material coalesced, Drew 
called on his music business partner Michael Perrotta, multi-instrumentalist and co-owner of 

Ridge Hill Sound Studios, to come join the sessions and help craft arrangements. He continued 
to shape the harmonic relationships within each piece in a way that few musicians have such 

command of doing and received a special thanks on “20/20”. 

This proved to be the catalyzing factor that led to THE WALK-A-BOUT’s self-titled debut LP, 
which was recorded and launched independently on April 29th, 2017 on CD, Vinyl, and Digital 
formats. Recorded at Ridge Hill Sound Studios, the album boasts a multi-faceted exploration of 

moods, from the hard driving exclamation of the first single “Traveler,” to the introspective 
depth of “Look at the Moon,” to the funk energy of “Shakin’ It Up,” and beyond. The final 
track on the record, "Fortune Favors the Brave," describes the overall message in all its epic 
grandeur. On August 24th, 2017, THE WALK-A-BOUT released a limited edition 12" 45RPM 

single and B-side including the tracks “Drifting Tide” and “Oasis” called The Walk-A-Bout II, 
also recorded and mixed at Ridge Hill Sound Studios. 

Following these first releases, local radio stations had very positive reactions, and it was apparent 
at any performances that people loved the band’s sound. After a benefit performance for one of 

the listener-sponsored stations that was airing their music, THE WALK-A-BOUT had yet 
another chance meeting with Dave Christian, a longtime musician friend of Drew’s. Dave 
quickly fell in love with their sound; he expressed interest in working together, and without 
question he was invited to play on the second release. The subsequent sessions proved that 

Dave’s influence on the sound was exactly what THE WALK-A-BOUT was looking for. His 
vocal and electric guitar contributions were ingredients that rounded out the sound on all the 

material the band had been recording and performing live. Fan reaction to Dave’s contribution 
has proven to increase the audience-band relationship during any performance to date. 

“THINGS ARE LOOKING UP” was the second album from THE WALK-A-BOUT released 
June 15, 2018. The album was primarily conceived in the studio during pre-production, with the 
songs on the record representing the momentum that the band was feeling during the time. The 
essence of urgency within the album was derived from the creative process in the studio and the 
perspective of lead singer Sully, who was back home in Australia at the time penning the lyrics. 

As the material was developed and tracked, Dave Christian, working with producer Drew 
Bertrand, offered his contributions to the recordings. This unique way of developing the record is 

reflected in the undeniable energy of the release. 

Drew Bertrand met Keenan Zach literally on stage at a benefit concert where he was asked to 
jump up and play.  Keenan was on bass, and according to Drew, “the way we connected as a 

rhythm section was uncanny. We kept grinning at each other through the whole set.” Afterwards 
Keenan disappeared, but Drew asked around about him and eventually ran into him at a local 

pub near his studio… Drew seized the moment and said, “Hold it right there!” He invited him to 
a WALK-A-BOUT show and Keenan was hooked, immediately impressed with how tight and 
entertaining the band was. They did some rehearsals and performances, and with Keenan on 
board, the current WALK-A-BOUT line-up was complete.  With “THINGS ARE LOOKING 



UP” blowing up on radio, they prepared to head into the studio and record their most impressive 
effort to date. 

Hit singles from THINGS ARE LOOKING UP received support from incredible radio stations 
across the US including: KFAI in Minneapolis, MN; KKFI in Kansas City, MO; KPFT in 

Houston, TX; KAOS in Olympia, WA; KRUX in Las Cruces, NM; KXUA in Fayetteville, AK; 
WERU in East Orland, ME; WKKL in West Barnstable, MA; KDHX in St. Louis, MO; 

WFWM in Frostburg, MD; KAFM in Grand Junction, CO; KSER in Seattle, WA; WTCC in 
Springfield, MA; WPKN in New Haven, CT; WHFR in Dearborn, MI; the internet station 

TME.FM Radio; and even CJAM in Ontario, Canada. 

The material for 20/20 was written between March and September of 2019.  With a master’s 
degree in music theory, Keenan Zach was an invaluable resource in the studio while crafting the 
material, bringing a new layer of thoughtfulness and quality control to the already exceptional 
songwriting. Other musicians on the record include Michael Amendola on tenor sax, Mark 
Rechler on Hammond organ, and special guest vocalist Victoria Faiella (Enrique Iglesias). 

Roger Lian and Drew Bertrand worked closely together on the final mixes and masters, the two 
having an integral and long-term working relationship that goes back almost twenty years. The 

stunning album art and design for 20/20 was done by Drew’s good friend George Panagakos of 
525 Media and makes the vinyl worth buying for just the artwork alone. 

THE WALK-A-BOUT has toured along the East and West Coasts throughout 2018 and 2019, 
and is currently preparing a world tour in support of their latest release “20/20”. 

For more information including tour dates or booking inquiries visit: 
www.walkaboutband.com 

To Purchase or Stream THINGS ARE LOOKING UP on digital services please visit: 
http://smarturl.it/TheWalk-a-Bout 

To Purchase the High-Resolution Audio files of THINGS ARE LOOKING UP on Bandcamp 
please visit: 

https://walkabout.bandcamp.com/ 

For Press and Interview inquiries please contact Billy James of Glass Onyon PR: 
(828) 350-8158 or glassonyonpr@gmail.com

For Digital Marketing please contact Jerome Forney of Independent Distribution Collective: 
jerome@independentdistro.com 

www.walkaboutband.com
http://smarturl.it/TheWalk-a-Bout
https://walkabout.bandcamp.com/
mailto:glassonyonpr@gmail.comFor
mailto:glassonyonpr@gmail.com
mailto:jerome@independentdistro.com
www.525media.com




Technical Rider
Thank you for accommodating us with these details. 

If you have any questions, please email 
info@walkaboutband.com

Band Members:

Contact Information:

Shred The Evidence Records, Inc.
P.O. Box 171
Westhampton Beach, NY 11978
USA
Phone:(646)-893-3384

Booking Questions, info@walkaboutband.com

Technical Rider/Backline Questions:
Drew Bertrand
email: info@walkaboutband.com
Phone: (631)-336-7074

Day of Show Questions Arrival/Hotel, 
(631)-336-7074

Website: www.walkaboutband.com
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Darren "Sully" Sullivan - Vocals, Harp & Didgeridoo
Kevin Anderson - Acoustic Guitar
Dave Christian - Electric Guitar & Vocals
Drew Bertrand - Drums & Percussion
Keenan Zach - Bass Guitar



The Walk-A-Bout - Technical Rider (Continued)

General Information

Sound:
The Walk-A-Bout will not be bringing any audio equipment to the event. The band  
will require a qualified audio technician to run the sound, our road manager may 
assist the technician with the front of house mix.

Please have all sound equipment including the sound system and accessories 
(sound boards, microphones, speakers, cables, etc.) and all backline instruments 
and amplifiers present and fully operational no later than 5 hours before the 
scheduled event start time.  The Walk-A-Bout will arrive 4 hours before the start 
time. Please provide an 8’ x 8’ drum riser.

If there is an opening band at the event, The Walk-A-Bout will need separate 
mix from the opening band(s).  

Merchandise:
In an area of the lobby or other suitable place, please provide at least one 8’ 
table and one volunteer to help oversee the table.
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The Walk-A-Bout - Technical Rider (Continued)

If we are flying to the event

If we are flying to the event the sponsor will need to provide backline equipment. 
The venue must supply gear that is professional grade, fully functioning, and in 
good condition.

Backline Gear:

  Drums: (please provide a maple kit with the specific sizes) 

       8 x 8 drum riser

22 inch kick (18-inch minimum)
10 inch rack tom
14 inch floor tom
16 inch floor tom
5.5 x 14 inch snare
15 inch hats
24 inch ride
16 inch crash
18 inch crash

Hardware including 3 cymbal stands, 1 hi-hat stand, and 1 snare stand 
1 Rack tom mount
1 DW 5000 kick drum pedal with beater
1 Drum Throne 
Remo coated Emperor (drum heads) for snare and tom batters 
Coated Ambassador batter preferred for kick drum

Guitar Amps:
1 Yamaha powered monitor model# DXR 10 or equivalent
1 Fishman Acoustic Guitar amp (50w min) or equivalent 
1 Mesa Boogie Lonestar or equivalent 
1 Ampeg SVT Classic TUBE bass amp w/ 8x10 Ampeg Cabinet
1 Supro 10w harmonica amp
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The Walk-A-Bout - Technical Rider (Continued)

Technical Information

Front of House: 
The house sound system must be capable of producing a 20 Hz to 20 kHz 
frequency range at 115 db SPL on the back row of the venue.  Many times venue 
sound systems need to be supplemented by additional power amps, main 
speakers, and SUB WOOFERS to achieve this requirement. The subs are very 
important to us and again, this equipment can be either rented or borrowed.  Let 
us know if you have a problem fulfilling this requirement.

Mixer: 
Must have at least 16 channels with XLR inputs, 4 pre-fader auxiliaries, and       
phantom power.  Please have separate graphic EQs set up on the mains and 
monitors at mix position. If opening bands have been approved, The Walk-A-Bout 
will need separate channels.

Lighting system:
For participants to get the most out of the event, we require a technician to 
oversee ample lighting, as well as ornamental chasing, automated or manual.

Personnel:
Please have a qualified audio technician present before, during, and after the 
event. Also, we will need 3 people to help with load in and load out.
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The Walk-A-Bout - Technical Rider (Continued)

Technical Information   continued

Monitors:
Head engineer will take the band through monitor checks after a line check has 
been done on all channels. This is the quickest and most efficient way for us to 
do monitors. We will need 5 wedges. Separate mixes are preferred:

Mix 1:  Darren Sullivan (CTR Lead Vocal / Harp & Didge)

Mix 2:  Kevin Anderson (SR Guitar)

Mix 3:  Drew Bertrand (Drums)

Mix 4:  Dave Christian (Electric Guitar/Vocal)

If 3 separate mixes are not available, please set up as follows:

Mix 1: Darren, Kevin (lead vocal & guitar) and Dave (Electric Guitar/Vocal) 

Mix 2:  Drew  (Drums)
Input List

(You are free to set inputs however you like, but this seems to work best.  Please 
refer to stage plot for placement. Our preferred microphones are listed)

Kick (D6)
Snare (SM57)
High Hat (SM81)
Rack Tom (MD-421 or SM57)
Floor Toms (MD-421 or SM57)
Overhead SR (SM81)
Overhead SL (SM81)
SR acoustic guitar amp(XLR DI)
Electric Guitar (DI + SM57)
Bass Guitar (XLR DI)
CTR electric harp amp (SM57)
CTR Vox (Sully) (SM58)
CTR Didgeridoo (DI + SM81)
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Accommodations:
We will need 2 hotel rooms with double beds.  Please have the room keys 
available for Kevin before the event arrival.  We have been part of many 
marathon check-ins and they are not fun after a tiring night! 

We will also need a private room backstage at the venue to prepare for the 
event.  Bottled water, snacks, and libations of our choice should be provided. If 
Internet access could be made available to us, we would greatly appreciate it.  

Meals:
Prior to the event, meals and bottled water must be made available. At the event, 
bottled water must be made available to us. Dinner must be provided after the 
sound check and prior to the scheduled start time.  Below is a list of menu 
suggestions for the band.  We are not picky eaters, but we do prefer food from 
restaurants over home-cooked meals.  Here are a few simple options:

Olive Garden:
Chicken Fettuccine Alfredo (broccoli on the side), Salad, Breadsticks

TGI Friday’s/Ruby Tuesdays:
Steaks, Chicken Tenders, Fries, Cheese Sticks

Chili’s/Pappasito’s/ or Mexican Restaurants:
Fajitas (beef/chicken combo), Chips and Hot Sauce/Queso

Pizza:
2 LG. Pan Pepperoni, 1 LG. Pan Hamburger, 1 LG. Thin Crust Cheese

LIBATIONS - Quality beer (Becks, Heineken), Quality whiskey (Jameson), 
Quality rum (an assortment)

SNACKS - Fruit plates are a winner every time!  We like strawberries, pineapple, 
cantaloupe, grapes, apples, and bananas.  In addition, cookies, granola bars, 
chips, and the usual junk is always appreciated.

DRINKS/BEVERAGES - Water, Coca-Cola, Sprite, and COFFEE (dark roast 
preferred, half and half, and real sugar) Libations (and an assortment of bourbon)

Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter.  We are always grateful 
for anything that is provided for us.  These are just a few things that we enjoy and 
might make us feel a little more at home while on the road.  We look forward to 
seeing you soon! 
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Band Booking Agreement

THIS CONTRACT for the services of the music and/or entertainment described 
below made this __th day of __________, 2_____, between the undersigned 
Purchaser/Venue of music and/or entertainment (hereinafter called the 
Purchaser) and the undersigned Artist (plus any accompanying musicians and/or 
entertainers) as described below, an independent contractor, (hereinafter called 
the "Artist").

The Purchaser hereby engages the Artist and Artist hereby agrees to perform 
the engagement hereinafter provided with all of the terms and conditions herein 
set forth including those entitled "Additional Terms and Conditions":

1. NAME OF ARTIST:  The Walk-A-Bout

2. PLACE OF ENGAGEMENT

3. ADDRESS OF ENGAGEMENT

4. DATE(S) OF ENGAGEMENT

5. HOURS OF ENGAGEMENT ______________ LOAD IN Time __________

6. TYPE OF ENGAGEMENT _______________

7. PRICE AGREED UPON, Guaranteed  _______________

METHOD OF PAYMENT AS FOLLOWS

DEPOSIT  $___________, Payable to : WABB, LLC with return of contract.

BALANCE $ ___________, Payable to : WABB, LLC in cash/certified check 
immediately upon conclusion of engagement.

IN CASE OF DEFAULT BY PURCHASER: In the event that the band's performance is 
canceled by the venue/purchaser of such services, liquidated damages of the
Artist will be the amount stated in BALANCE in Section 7, plus any reasonable 
attorney's fees and court costs. Deposit will be retained by Artist.

8. FULL BACKLINE OF EQUIPMENT, Front of House Sound System and Operator,
Stage Monitor System and Operator, and Stage Lighting Rig with Operator as
seen and specified in the ATTACHED TECHNICAL RIDER will be provided by The
Purchaser.
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9. BREAKS: Duration Agreed Upon by the venue and artists _____________

10. THE PURCHASER agrees and guarantees to pay in advance of the agreed
performance dates airfare and all incidental transportation costs to and from the
venue, and to provide and pay for all elements specified within the rider and
contract above and below.

11. THE AGREEMENT of the Artist to perform is subject to proven detention by
sickness, accidents, riots, strikes, epidemics, acts of God, or any other
legitimate conditions beyond their control.

12. THIS CONTRACT constitutes the sole, complete, and binding agreement
between the Artist(s) and the Purchaser.

13. MEMBERS OF UNIONS OR GUILDS, which may include leader and members of
this unit, agree to accept sole responsibility for complying with the rules and
regulations of said unions or guilds of which they may be members.

14. ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

See Attached Rider. 

_____________________________
For PURCHASER

_____________________________
For ARTIST

_____________________________
(print street address)

_____________________________
city, state, zip)

_____________________________
(telephone)
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For more information including tour dates or booking inquiries visit:

www.walkaboutband.com

To purchase or stream the new full-length album 20/20 please visit:

https://smarturl.it/WalkABout2020

To watch the official lyric video for the new single "Victory Parade" please visit:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39s6wwxYHJ8&feature=emb_title

For Press and Interview inquiries please contact Billy James of Glass Onyon PR:

(828) 350-8158 or glassonyonpr@gmail.com

For Digital Marketing please contact Jerome Forney of IDC:

jerome@independentdistro.com

http://www.walkaboutband.com/
https://smarturl.it/WalkABout2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39s6wwxYHJ8&feature=emb_title
mailto:glassonyonpr@gmail.com
mailto:jerome@independentdistro.com
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